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Abstract

We first obtained the spectrum of the diffuse Galactic light (DGL) at general interstellar space in the 1.8–5.3 �m
wavelength region with the low-resolution prism spectroscopy mode of the AKARI Infra-Red Camera (IRC) NIR
channel. The 3.3 �m PAH band is detected in the DGL spectrum at Galactic latitude j b j < 15ı, and its correlations
with the Galactic dust and gas are confirmed. The correlation between the 3.3 �m PAH band and the thermal
emission from the Galactic dust is expressed not by a simple linear correlation, but by a relation with extinction.
Using this correlation, the spectral shape of DGL at an optically thin region (5ı < j b j < 15ı) was derived as
a template spectrum. Assuming that the spectral shape of this template spectrum is uniform at any position, the DGL
spectrum can be estimated by scaling this template spectrum using the correlation between the 3.3 �m PAH band
and the thermal emission from the Galactic dust.
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1. Introduction

Diffuse Galactic Light (DGL) comprises scattered starlight
by dust particles in interstellar space at < 3 �m, and emis-
sions from the dust particles with some band features at longer
wavelengths.1 Thus, observational studies of DGL are impor-
tant to investigate the dust property in our Galaxy, and it is
also important for deriving the extragalactic background light
(EBL), since DGL is one of the foregrounds for the EBL
measurement. However, the isolation of DGL from other
diffuse emissions, especially the strongest zodiacal light (ZL)
foreground, is very difficult due to its diffuse, extended nature.
A commonly used method to estimate DGL is the correlation
with the dust column density estimated by the thermal emission
of dust from far-infrared (100 �m) observations, or the column
density of H I and/or CO from radio observations. At optical
wavelengths, the DGL brightness (Witt et al. 2008; Matsuoka
et al. 2011; Ienaka et al. 2013) and spectrum (Brandt &
Draine 2012) are obtained by the correlation with the 100 �m
dust thermal emission. However, observations of DGL at
near-infrared (NIR) are limited and controversial.

The presence of infrared band features in DGL was first
confirmed for the 3.3 �m band by the AROME balloon experi-
ment (Giard et al. 1988). Such ubiquitous Unidentified Infrared
(UIR) bands are a series of distinct emission bands seen at 3.3,
5.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.2, and 12.7 �m, and they are supposed to
be carried by polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) (Leger
& Puget 1984; Allamandola et al. 1985). They are excited

1 Although the term DGL sometimes indicates only the scattered starlight
component, the term DGL indicates both scattered starlight and emission
components in this paper.

by absorbing a single ultraviolet (UV) photon, and release
the energy with a number of infrared photons in cascade via
several lattice vibration modes of aromatic C–H and C–C
bonds (Allamandola et al. 1989a). The 3.3 �m PAH band
emission has been assigned to the stretching mode transition
(v = 1–0) of the C–H bond on aromatic rings. There is a quan-
titative model for DGL from interstellar dust including PAH
(Li & Draine 2001). The correlation between the 3.3 �m PAH
band detected by the Near-Infrared Spectrometer (NIRS) on
the Infrared Telescope in Space (IRTS) and the 100 �m thermal
emission of the large dust grains by the Infrared Astronomical
Satellite (IRAS) was confirmed at the Galactic plane region
(42ı < l < 55ı, jb j < 5ı), implying that the PAH molecules are
well mixed with large dust grains at the Galactic plane (Tanaka
et al. 1996).

In this paper, we describe the DGL spectrum obtained with
the low-resolution prism spectroscopy mode on the AKARI
Infra-Red Camera (IRC) NIR channel in the 1.8–5.3 �m wave-
length region. Our idea to derive the DGL spectrum at NIR in
this paper is to use the 3.3 �m PAH band feature as a tracer
of DGL combined with the correlation with the 100 �m dust
thermal emission. The 3.3 �m PAH band is detected in this
wavelength region at j b j < 15ı, and the correlation with the
thermal emission of large dust grains is also confirmed. Using
this correlation, we developed a method to estimate the DGL
spectrum at NIR at any location.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe
the data reduction. In section 3, we describe the correlation
of the 3.3 �m PAH band feature in DGL with Galactic lati-
tude and the distribution of Galactic dust and gas. The method
to estimate DGL spectrum using this correlation is shown in
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Fig. 1. Examples of the diffuse sky spectra obtained with AKARI IRC. (a) Spectrum at b = �5ı. The 3.3 �m PAH band is clearly visible on the bottom
of the ZL spectrum. (b) Spectrum at the Galactic plane. DGL dominates the sky brightness and strong PAH bands at 3.3 �m and 5.25 �m and Br˛ at
4.1 �m are clearly visible.

section 4, and a summary of this paper is given in section 5.
There are two companion papers describing the spectrum of
the infrared diffuse sky; ZL is described in Tsumura et al.
(2013a, hereafter Paper I), and EBL is described in Tsumura
et al. (2013b, hereafter Paper III) in which the foregrounds
described in Paper I and this paper (Paper II) are subtracted.

2. Data Selection and Reduction

AKARI is the first Japanese infrared astronomical satel-
lite launched in 2006 February, equipped with a cryogeni-
cally cooled telescope of 68.5 cm aperture diameter (Murakami
et al. 2007). IRC is one of two astronomical instruments of
AKARI, and it covers the 1.8–5.3 �m wavelength region with
a 512 � 412 InSb detector array in the NIR channel2 (Onaka
et al. 2007). It provides low-resolution (�=Δ� � 20) slit spec-
troscopy for diffuse radiation by a prism3 (Ohyama et al. 2007).
One of the biggest advantage compared to the previous IRTS
measurement (Tanaka et al. 1996) is the higher angler reso-
lution (1:0046) of AKARI IRC, which allows us to detect and
remove fainter point sources, while the IRTS measurement
was highly contaminated by bright stars at the Galactic plane
because of its resolution (80).

See Paper I for details of the data selection and reduction.
Here, we simply note that 278 pointed data of diffuse spec-
trum were selected in this study, distributing a wide range
of ecliptic and Galactic coordinates. The dark current was
subtracted by a method specialized for diffuse sky analysis,
described in Tsumura and Wada (2011). Stars brighter than
mK(Vega) = 19 were detected on the slit and masked for
deriving the diffuse spectrum. It was confirmed that the bright-
ness due to unresolved Galactic stars under this detection limit
is negligible (< 0.5% of the sky brightness at 2.2 �m) by
a Milky Way star counts model, TRILEGAL (TRIdimensional
modeL of thE GALaxy: Girardi et al. 2005). The cumulative

2 IRC has two other channels covering 5.8–14.1 �m in the MIR-S channel
and 12.4–26.5 �m in the MIR-L channel.

3 High-resolution spectroscopy (�=Δ� � 120) with a grism is also available.

brightness contributed by unresolved galaxies can be esti-
mated by the deep galaxy counts, being < 4 nW m�2 sr�1 at the
K band in the case of a limiting magnitude of mK = 19
(Keenan et al. 2010).

3. 3.3 �m PAH Band

3.1. Association to Our Galaxy

Figure 1 shows examples of the spectra of the infrared
diffuse sky used in this study. Although the obtained spectra
are dominated by ZL except for the Galactic plane, the 3.3 �m
PAH band is detectable at j b j < 15ı in our dataset. The 3.3 �m
PAH band is easy to be found at the bottom of the ZL spec-
trum, because the ZL spectrum has a local minimum at around
3.5 �m, as shown in figure 1a. At the Galactic plane, DGL
dominates the sky spectrum, as shown in figure 1b. The spec-
tral shape of the 3.3 �m band is asymmetric because other 3.4
and 3.5 �m PAH sub-band features are combined and detected
together, which were separately detected by high-resolution
spectroscopy (�=Δ� � 120) with the IRC grism mode at the
Galactic plane (Onaka et al. 2011).

The 3.3 �m PAH band was extracted from the sky spectrum
by almost the same method as that used in Tanaka et al. (1996).
First, the continuum intensity at 3.3 �m (�I cont

3:3�m) was interpo-
lated between 3.2 and 3.8 �m. Although the continuum was
interpolated between 3.2 and 3.6 �m in Tanaka et al. (1996),
we used the intensity at 3.8 �m for the interpolation to avoid
contamination from the PAH sub-feature at 3.5 �m. Then,
the total energy of the 3.3 �m PAH band feature (E3:3) was
calculated as the excess from the continuum,

E3:3 =
Δ�

�

�
�I3:3�m � �I cont

3:3�m

�
+ 0:58; (1)

where Δ� = 0.13 �m was employed for a direct comparison
to Tanaka et al. (1996), and two data points around 3.3 �m
were summed to compute �I3:3�m for matching the wave-
length resolution to IRTS and reducing the error. A small
offset of 0.58 nW m�2 sr�1 was applied to correct the differ-
ence between the ZL continuum and the linear interpolation
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Fig. 2. Correlation of the 3.3 �m PAH band intensity (E3:3) to the
Galactic latitude (b). The solid lines are the best-fit lines to the data.

between 3.2 and 3.8 �m. The PAH band at j b j < 15ı was
detected by this method.

First, we show a general correlation of this PAH band with
our Galaxy in figure 2. This means that the PAH dust is asso-
ciated with DGL from our Galaxy, and this correlation can be
expressed by

E3:3 = .0:17+0:2
�0:1 / � .cosec j b j/.1:03�0:04/: (2)

Since such a correlation between the 3.3 �m PAH band and
the ecliptic latitude was not detected, we can conclude that
the observed PAH features are not associated with ZL from
the Solar system.

3.2. Association to the Distribution of Dust and Gas

Next, we tested the correlations of the PAH band with the
distribution of Galactic dust and gas, which are not corre-
lated simply with the Galactic latitude. The 100 �m inten-
sity map (�I100�m), which is a reprocessed composite of the
COBE/DIRBE and IRAS/ISSA maps (SFD map, see Schlegel
et al. 1998), is used as the dust distribution, and the column
density map of H I obtained from the Leiden/Argentine/Bonn
(LAB) Galactic H I survey (Kalberla et al. 2005) is used as the
gas distribution map. The good correlation between the dust
and gas was reported (Stark et al. 1992; Arendt et al. 1998),
and the H I column density can be converted to the 100 �m
intensity by 0.018 ˙ 0.003 (�W m�2 sr�1)=(1020 atoms cm�2)
at NH < 1022 atoms cm�2, as adopted in Matsuura et al. (2011).
In previous studies, the correlation between the 3.3 �m PAH
band and the 100 �m thermal intensity was reported by Giard
et al. (1989) and Tanaka et al. (1996), but they were limited
at the Galactic plane (j b j < 6ı). The AKARI data in this

study provide correlations up to j b j = 15ı with higher angler
resolution and higher sensitivity of point sources to remove
foreground stars than that in previous works.

Figure 3 shows the correlations of the 3.3 �m PAH band of
our data set with the 100 �m thermal intensity from the SFD
map (Schlegel et al. 1998) and the column density of H I from
the LAB survey (Kalberla et al. 2005). These correlations can
be expressed by

E3:3

nW m�2 sr�1
= .2:9 ˙ 1:0/ �

�
�I100�m

�W m�2 sr�1

�.0:91�0:04/

;

(3)

E3:3

nW m�2 sr�1
= .0:7 ˙ 0:3/ �

�
NH

1021 atomscm2

�.1:08�0:05/

:

(4)

These correlations are better than the correlation with the
Galactic latitude shown in figure 2, which means that PAH
molecules, interstellar dust, and interstellar gas are well mixed
in interstellar space. The deviation of the correlation with NH

in the LAB survey data shown in figure 3b is larger than the
correlation with the 100 �m intensity in SFD map shown in
figure 3a, because the angular resolution of the SFD map is
better than the LAB map, allowing us better point-to-point
correlation analysis. Thus, the advanced analysis described in
the next sub-section is investigated only for the correlation with
the 100 �m intensity.

3.3. The Effect of Extinction on the PAH Band

Tanaka et al. (1996) assumed a simple linear rela-
tion between E3:3 and �I100�m, obtaining a relation of
E3:3=�I100�m = (2.9 ˙ 0.9) � 10�3; also, the systematic differ-
ence from the linear relation at the high �I100�m region was
concluded to be due to extinction. Giard et al. (1989) also
investigated the correlation between E3:3 and �I100�m, and
found the extinction at the Galactic plane. The power of
0.91 � 0.04 (smaller than unity) in our fitting in equation (3)
is consistent with the extinction as mentioned in Giard et al.
(1989) and Tanaka et al. (1996). Therefore, we conducted
a fitting that included the effect of extinction.

When the source’s term in the transfer equation is propor-
tional to the extinction term all along the line of sight, the
extinction can be written as .1 � e���/=��, where �� is the
optical depth at wavelength � (Giard et al. 1989). Then,
the correlation with the extinction between the PAH emission
(E3:3) and the the 100 �m intensity (�I100�m) can be written as

E3:3

nW m�2 sr�1
= ˛

1 � e��3:3

�3:3

�
�I100�m

�W m�2 sr�1

�
; (5)

where ˛ is a fitting parameter. Assuming that the 100 �m inten-
sity is proportional to the number of PAH molecules associated
with dust particles, and the number of dust particles is propor-
tional to � + �2 (Rybicki & Lightman 1986), the optical depth
�3:3 can be obtained as a solution of

�I100�m

�W m�2 sr�1
=

1

ˇ
.�3:3 + �2

3:3/; (6)

where ˇ is another fitting parameter. By fitting to our data,
we obtained ˛ = 3.5 ˙ 1.0 and ˇ = 0.10 ˙ 0.04. The curve of
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Fig. 3. Correlation of the PAH 3.3 �m band intensity with (a) the 100 �m intensity from the SFD map (Schlegel et al. 1998) and (b) column density of
H I from the LAB survey (Kalberla et al. 2005). Best-fit curves of equation (5) for panel (a) and equation (4) for panel (b) are also shown by solid curves.
Two extreme cases of / SFD and / p

SFD are also shown by broken lines in panel (a).

equation (5) with best-fit parameters is shown as a solid curve
in figure 3a.

In the optically thin case (�3:3 � 1), the extinction term,
(1 � e��3:3 )=�3:3, becomes unity. We thus obtain a linear
correlation,

E3:3

nW m�2 sr�1
= ˛

�
�I100�m

�W m�2 sr�1

�
.�3:3 � 1/: (7)

In the optically thick case (�3:3 � 1), the extinction term
can be written as 1=�3:3, because the term e��3:3 becomes
zero. In addition, the optical depth, �3:3, can be written as
�3:3 =

p
ˇ � �I100�m from equation (6) owing to �3:3 � 1.

Combining these equations, we obtain

E3:3

nW m�2 sr�1
=

˛p
ˇ

s
�I100�m

�W m�2 sr�1
.�3:3 � 1/: (8)

These two extreme cases are also shown as broken lines in
figure 3a.

The gradient of ˛ = 3.5 ˙ 1.0 is higher than the value from
the IRAS result of ˛ = 2.5 ˙ 0.4 (Giard et al. 1994), but
this result was determined based on the data averaged in the
Galactic latitude range of j b j < 1ı, where bright discrete
sources were included. IRTS, with higher sensitivity than
IRAS, but still limited at j b j < 5ı, obtained a value of
˛ = 2.9 ˙ 0.9 in Tanaka et al. (1996), which is closer to our
result. The 3.3 �m PAH band intensity deviates from linearity
at �I100�m > 10 �W m�2 sr�1 or j b j < 1ı. This is equivalent
to �3:3 = 0.6 at �I100�m > 10 �W m�2 sr�1 or j b j < 1ı in our
fitting, which is higher than the estimated value of �3:3 = 0.18
at j b j < 0:ı75 based on the extinction law summarized in
Mathis (1990) and the optical depth at 240 �m from Sodroski
et al. (1994).

4. DGL Spectrum

4.1. Correlation Method

In this section, we develop a method to derive the DGL
spectrum at 1.8–5.3 �m by the correlation with the 100 �m
intensity. The diffuse sky spectrum includes ZL, DGL, and
EBL, i.e.,

SKY.�/ = ZL.�/ + DGL.�/ + EBL.�/: (9)

ZL is modeled in Paper I, which can be subtracted based on the
DIRBE ZL model (Kelsall et al. 1998), and EBL is the isotropic
component. Therefore, only DGL has a correlation with the
100 �m intensity, so DGL can be derived by the correlation by
assuming a linear correlation with the 100 �m intensity,

SKY.�/ � ZL.�/ = a.�/ � �I100�m + b.�/; (10)

where a(�) � �I100�m is equivalent to DGL(�) and b(�) is
equivalent to EBL(�). Figure 4 shows the correlation between
SKY (�) � ZL(�) in our dataset and the 100 �m intensity
from the SFD map (Schlegel et al. 1998). The data for this
correlation analysis were selected by a criteria of �I100�m

< 3 �W m�2 sr�1, equivalent to the Galactic latitude j b j > 5ı,
to trace low dust density regions owing to the assumption of
a linear correlation. The gradients as a function of the wave-
length in figure 4, a(�), correspond to the spectral shape of
DGL. Normalized spectrum of the obtained DGL spectrum is
shown in figure 5a, and the 3.3 �m PAH band feature in DGL
was detected. The error of the obtained DGL spectrum by this
correlation method is 5% at < 3.8 �m, 15% between 3.8 �m
and 4.2 �m, and 20% at > 4.2 �m. Since the spectral shape of
DGL may vary depending on the environments, it is a represen-
tative spectrum of DGL at low dust density regions, typically
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Fig. 4. Examples of correlation between SKY (�) � ZL(�) and the 100 �m intensity in the SFD map at �I100�m < 3 nW m�2 sr�1 at (a) 2.25 �m,
(b) 3.31 �m, (c) 4.12 �m, and (d) 4.68 �m.

Fig. 5. (a) DGL template spectrum (solid curve) from the correlation of the data at 5ı < j b j < 15ı and the averaged spectrum at the Galactic plane
(broken curve) normalized to be E3:3 = 1. The error of the obtained DGL spectrum by this correlation method is 5% at < 3.8 �m, 15% between 3.8 �m
and 4.2 �m, and 20% at > 4.2 �m. (b) DGL spectra scaling to �I100�m = 0.1 �W m�2 sr�1 or NH = 5 � 1020 atoms cm�2 by our method and other
estimations (Mattila 2006; Flagey et al. 2006).
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Table 1. Selected regions at the Galactic plane for evaluating the DGL spectrum.

Pointing ID Galactic longitude l (ı) Galactic latitude b (ı) �I100�m (�W m�2 sr�1) NH (atoms cm�2)

410017.1 30.76 0.36 59.00 1.89 � 1022

410018.1 31.01 0.12 111.09 1.95 � 1022

410021.1 30.99 �0.04 115.25 1.95 � 1022

410022.1 31.24 �0.27 47.65 1.66 � 1022

5ı < j b j < 15ı; the variance of the environments is included
in these errors.

In this correlation method, we assumed a linear correlation
between DGL and the 100 �m intensity, but we have already
shown the non-linear correlation between the 3.3 �m PAH
band and the 100 �m intensity owing to extinction, as shown
in figure 3a. Thus, we modify this DGL estimation method by
combining it with the 3.3 �m PAH band as a tracer for scaling
the DGL spectrum at any general sky. First, the template DGL
spectrum DGLtemp(�) is defined as the derived DGL spectrum
by this correlation method normalized to be E3:3 = 1,

DGLtemp.�/ =
a.�/

E3:3Œa.�/�
: (11)

This template DGL spectrum is shown in figure 5a. Assuming
that the spectral shape of this template DGL spectrum does not
change at any location, we can estimate the DGL spectrum
at any place by scaling this template DGL spectrum by E3:3,
which can be obtained as a function of the 100 �m thermal
intensity using the correlation shown in figure 3a, i.e.,

DGL.�/ = E3:3.I100�m/ � DGLtemp.�/: (12)

Figure 5b shows the the resultant DGL spectrum with other
DGL estimations (Mattila 2006; Flagey et al. 2006) scaling to
�I100�m = 0.1 �W m�2 sr�1 or NH = 5 � 1020 atoms cm�2.

Our DGL spectrum is lower than the other previous estima-
tions, but our method gives a better DGL estimation at the
general interstellar space with low dust density. In previous
works, DGL was estimated by scaling using NH based on
only a limited number of specific dense regions with NH

� 2 � 1022 atoms cm�2. However, the ratio of DGL=NH at
dense regions (> 1022 atoms cm�2) is higher than that in the
general interstellar fields, as shown in figure 3b, which leads to
high DGL estimations in previous works. On the other hand,
our estimation is based on a number of the wide-spread data
points at the general interstellar fields with low dust density and
higher spacial resolution to remove stars. In addition, scaling is
based on the 100 �m intensity, which has a tighter correlation
to DGL, as shown in figure 3a. Therefore, our estimate gives
a more reliable estimation of the DGL spectrum, especially at
low dust density regions.

Although our DGL estimation is lower than previous esti-
mations, it may still overestimate the 3.3 �m intensity at high
Galactic latitude regions. The 3.3 �m PAH band was detected
only at the region of j b j < 15ı in our dataset, and we
assumed that the obtained spectral shape of DGL does not
change at any location in this method, but there is no guar-
antee that this assumption is valid at high Galactic latitude
regions. For example, the UV radiation field at high Galactic

latitude regions is weaker than that at the Galactic plane (Seon
et al. 2011); therefore, the PAH molecules are less excited at
high Galactic latitude than the Galactic plane. In such a case,
our method overestimates the 3.3 �m intensity in DGL at high
Galactic latitude, as implied in Paper III.

4.2. DGL Spectrum in the Galactic Plane

We compared the obtained DGL spectrum by the correlation
method (5ı < j b j < 15ı) with the spectrum at the Galactic
plane, because the diffuse sky spectrum at the Galactic plane
is dominated by DGL. For example, the DGL brightness at
the Galactic plane in this wavelength region is several thou-
sand nW m�2 sr�1, while the ZL brightness is a few hundred
nW m�2 sr�1, which is less than 5%, as shown in figure 1.
Therefore, the spectral shape of DGL can be evaluated by
the diffuse sky spectra at the Galactic plane. We selected
four spectra with the strongest 100 �m dust thermal emis-
sion and H I column density in our data set, located at the
Galactic plane (l , b) � (31ı, 0ı) summarized in table 1,
where the brightness of the ZL contribution is < 5%. These
spectra at the Galactic plane are similar to each other with
� 15% dispersion. The broken curve in figure 5a shows the
average spectrum of these selected spectra normalized to be
E3:3 = 1. The 3.3 �m PAH band is the most distinctive
among others, and the second outstanding feature at 5.25 �m
is also the PAH feature (Allamandola et al. 1989b; Cohen
et al. 1989; Boersma et al. 2009). Br˛ at 4.05 �m and Pfˇ at
4.65 �m are also detected, which can be useful information to
estimate the ionizing temperature and extinction. One example
of such a study in the M17 case with AKARI IRC high-
resolution spectroscopy mode (�=Δ� � 120) can be found in
Onaka et al. (2011).

An excess continuum emission at the Galactic plane was
confirmed at > 3.5 �m, as shown in figure 5a. This excess
continuum emission was first reported in visual reflection
nebulae (Sellgren et al. 1983), and then found in galaxies
(Lu et al. 2003; Onaka et al. 2010) and DGL (Flagey et al.
2006). The emission process of this excess continuum is still
unknown, but Flagey et al. (2006) suggested the PAH fluores-
cence excited by UV photons. This excess continuum emission
may be a reason why previous studies overestimated DGL from
high dust density regions, as shown in figure 5b.

5. Summary

The 3.3 �m PAH band is detected in the diffuse sky spectrum
of the interstellar space at j b j < 15ı, and this band intensity
is correlated with the 100 �m thermal intensity of interstellar
dust and the H I column density. We modeled the correlation
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between the 3.3 �m PAH band and the 100 �m thermal inten-
sity with extinction. We also introduced a method to estimate
the DGL spectrum at 1.8–5.3 �m. This is the first estimation
of DGL spectrum in the general sky at NIR based on obser-
vations. In this method, the spectral shape of DGL is derived
by the correlation with the 100 �m thermal intensity, and it is
scaled by the correlation of the 3.3 �m PAH band brightness
as a tracer. The DGL spectrum estimated by our method is
lower than the previous estimations, but our result is more reli-
able for the regions with low dust density regions because it
is based on a wide range of general interstellar fields, whereas
previous results were based on some specific regions with high

dust density. In addition, we found the excess continuum emis-
sion at the Galactic plane at 3–5 �m, as reported by previous
studies.
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